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Capgemini Honored as the Recipient of EMC Global Innovation Award  
 

Capgemini Also Recognized as EMC’s EMEA Partner of the Year  
 

 
Paris,  28 May, 2015 – Capgemini, one of the world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and 

outsourcing services, today announced it has received the prestigious EMC Global Innovation Award 

from EMC Corporation. The award was presented to Capgemini during the Global Partner Summit at  

EMC World 2015 in recognition of its new data analytics capabilities foundational to the Business Data 

Lake, designed for use by the automotive, oil and gas, and security industries. At the event, Capgemini 

was also honoured as the EMC EMEA Partner of the Year.  

 

These awards signify Capgemini’s continued leadership in the insights and data space. Capgemini has been 

previously recognized with the EMC Global Federation Award (2014), Enterprise Content Division (ECD, 

formerly IIG) EMEA Partner of the Year 2013 and the ECD EMEA Innovation Award 2013. 

 

“Capgemini is delighted to be recognized as an innovative thought leader for big data and analytics and hybrid 

cloud adoption. This is a great reflection of the journey we have taken with EMC in building new analytics 

outcomes for our clients. With EMC we have a partnership that can both push the boundaries in creating new 

insights and then industrialize their delivery to the business,” said Charlie Li, Senior Vice President and Head of 

Global Channels and Partners from Capgemini.  

 

“Capgemini has been an outstanding partner and has been critical in driving forward IT transformation through 

Big Data, joint solution creation, and incubating enterprise hybrid cloud adoption,” said Jay Snyder, Senior Vice 

President, Global Alliances for EMC Corporation. “For these achievements as well as its dedication to customer 

solutions powered by best-of-breed EMC technology, Capgemini embodies innovation and I am thrilled to 

recognize the entire Capgemini team with this award.” 

 
Capgemini collaborated with Pivotal on the Business Data Lake, and has continued to work closely with EMC to 

both develop new insights capabilities and industrialize deployment to businesses via the EMC Federation 

Business Data Lake solution. Built on the Data Lake foundations, enterprises can  create and take insight driven 

actions that can transform their businesses, including industry innovations via AutomotiveConnect, Oil & Gas 

Predictive Asset Maintenance and Production Optimization, and security solutions around Anomalous Behavior 

Detection.  Through Storage Resource Optimization services, Capgemini has also supported the deployment of 

mailto:hester.decouz@capgemini.com
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http://www.emc.com/big-data/solutions.htm#business-data-lake
http://www.emc.com/storage/isilon/data-lake-foundation.htm
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EMC
®
 ViPR

®
 SRM through as-a-service assessment tools that identify immediate customer efficiency 

opportunities.  

 

 

About Capgemini 
With more than 145,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's foremost providers of 
consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573 
billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that fit their 
needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has developed its own 
way of working, the Collaborative Business Experience

TM
, and draws on Rightshore

®
, its worldwide delivery 

model.  
Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com. 
 
Rightshore

®
 is a trademark belonging to Capgemini 

 
EMC and ViPR are trademarks or registered trademarks of EMC Corporation in the United States and other 
countries.  
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